SOLUTION BRIEF

NetApp and
Equinix for
Google Cloud
NetApp and Equinix have teamed
up to deliver the ultimate data
center transformation. Now you
can take advantage of Google
Cloud’s big data, AI, analytics
and storage capabilities – as soon
as you need them – no matter if
your applications are on-prem,
or on another cloud such as
Azure or AWS.

What are your challenges?
Multi-cloud strategy
You may be running a front-end application in another
cloud or on-prem but that shouldn’t mean missing
out on Google Cloud’s advanced compute capabilities.
Equinix and NetApp can help you access Google
Cloud functionality across your multi-cloud network.
Migration
Similarly, you may want to migrate data from another
cloud to Google Cloud but find yourself experiencing
delays and latency issues with VPN or other
interconnections partners. Equinix can help you connect
to Google Cloud in minutes not months, and move
TBs of data at 10GB+ speeds, without packet drops.

Modernization
If you’re struggling with infrastructure modernization,
legacy applications and poor end user experience,
NetApp and Equinix can help re-architecture your
network and storage infrastructure for efficiency and
a better user experience.

How NetApp and Equinix can help
Wherever you’re located, it’s never been easier to get your data center into Google Cloud.
Thanks to Equinix’s 220+ data centers worldwide and dedicated interconnections to Google
Cloud in over 30 metros, we can support on-prem deployment in regions where Google Cloud
isn’t even present.
When you combine Equinix’s interconnections with NetApp’s leading file system performance
inside Google Cloud, you get a faster, more agile data center experience. Together, we make
hybrid multi-cloud a reality.
Here’s how your business can benefit from choosing NetApp and Google Cloud:

Provision Windows file shares or
Linux file shares on-demand

Get advanced data management
features including storage
encryption, snapshots and multi-zone
high availability to protect your data
and meet compliance needs

Start with 1TB, pay only
for what you use and reduce
infrastructure costs by up to 70%

And when you add Equinix, you can also:

Replicate filesystems across
clouds and across regions

Improve performance with
low latency connections

Reduce packet loss
and connection drops

Enhance security with encrypted
volumes and encryption in flight

Improve scalability
of your applications

Automate your multi-cloud storage
needs with Terraform and other tools

Contact us for a 14-day test drive and see
how Equinix and NetApp Cloud Volumes can
transform your Google Cloud experience.
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